Edger P and colleagues present an improved Fragaria vesca genome assembly using PacBio long read sequencing and BioNano optical mapping. In their report, they claimed that their new assembly was one of the most complete and contiguous plant genome assemblies, which is interesting and impressive. In their studies, they compared the new assembly (V4) with the old V2 short read assembly and claimed that they had improved the Fragaria vesca genome assembly to a 'platinum' standard. However, to publish on GigaScience, I think they may address the concerns below:

**Major:**
1. How do authors define 'platinum' quality reference genomes? In what stage can a draft reference genome be called a 'platinum' quality reference genome?
2. What was the coverage of the raw 'BspQI' BioNano maps and the coverage of the raw 'BssSI' maps? It will be good to give a statistical report of the raw BioNano maps.
3. In the manuscript, authors using the 'BspQI' maps completed the first-round hybrid scaffolding and 'BssSI' maps did the second-round hybrid scaffolding. How about changing the enzyme order to perform 'BssSI' hybrid scaffolding first and then the 'BspQI' hybrid scaffolding? Will this change the result and which method gives a better assembly?
4. In the first-round BN G hybrid assembly, authors selected the parameter settings as 'cut contig at conflict in BNG maps' and 'cut contig at conflict in NGS sequences'. Shouldn't authors keep the BNG maps and cut the NGS sequences when conflicts occur, as BNG single molecule maps are much longer than the PacBio single reads?
5. I noticed that there were still some conflicts between the new V4 assembly and BNG maps. It would be good to validate the BNG hybrid assembly or the final V4 assembly using optical mapping to check how many conflicts unsolved using such as BioNano SV detection (here SV regions should be misassembled regions or conflict regions). What solutions will authors use to solve those detected conflicts?
6. How many unknown sequences (gaps) obtained after BNG hybrid scaffolding? How many gaps have been filled in V4 compared to V2? What's the average size of those unfilled gaps? What caused those unfilled gaps?
7. How many predicted genes in the new assembly can be supported by the RNA-seq data or can be supported by the predicted genes in V2? Maybe use a Venn diagram here? What's the reason(s) leading to those unshared genes?

**Minor:**
1. In the manuscript, 'previous version' was mentioned several times. I think it is better to specify which version of Fragaria vesca genome assembly was used in the first appearance of the 'previous version'.
2. I think it is better to use 'the second generation sequencing' to represent the short read sequencing rather than 'the next generation sequencing' (To my knowledge, PacBio sequencing also belongs to the next generation sequencing).
3. It is better to specify the version of all tools used in the manuscript rather than letting readers find them in the supplementary file.
4. It is good to use such as min read length, max read length, average read length and Std to show the stats of PacBio single molecules rather than giving the number of N50. I think N50 is mainly used to show the stats of contigs
or scaffolds. 5. It will be good to specify which method was used to remove chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes? BLAST or others?
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